
 

Ain Ebel: New IPT Station Joining the Family 

 

We expanded to the second largest town in Bent Jbeil district in Nabatiyeh governorate to get closer to 
you wherever you are. On the main road of Ain Ebel village is situated the newest IPT "Ain Ebel" 
network station offering you all fine fuel products and services, all in a clean environment while 
complying with our branding guidelines and of course with the strictest safety measures on all IPT 
Stations. 
 
The eco-friendly fuel Quantum, exclusively provided by IPT, is available to take care of your engines 
and decrease your fuel expenses while preserving the southern environment. The station also provides 
the European IPT Diesel known for its concentrated fuel technology for saving consumption and 
protecting the environment that conforms to the Euro 4 and Euro 5 standards... Read more 
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Stay Updated on the Fuel Prices with IPT and 
LBCI 

IPT partners with LBCI to keep you up to date with 
the weekly fuel prices changes. Now you can 
watch the economic segment at the end of 
Wednesday night news bulletin to know more. 
Because we know how important it is for you to 
control your fuel expenditures, we provide you 
with the best quality of fuel and we keep you 
aware of the price changes. 
You can always refer to the "Fuel Prices" page on 
IPT website where you can check the history and 
weekly changes of the local and international fuel 
prices supported with charts. Read more 
 

 

This March 21st! 

 

 

 

Sweet Mother’s Day, Mountain Mudd’s Way 

To all Super Moms out there, We are waiting for 
You! Mountain Mudd is offering you a sweet sable 
for free upon every purchase of your favorite 
drink. Available on the 21st of March, at all 

 

Energy Sustainability 

 

 

 

Youth Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship for a Sustainable 

Future 

Lebanon is encouraged to be a core part 
of the energy revolution, not just a 
recipient of imported technologies and 
applications that assist our shift towards a 
more sustainable energy system. 
Therefore, "Youth innovation and 
entrepreneurship" is a category in the 
Energy Awareness Awards (EAA) in its 
second edition. This category targets 
innovative ideas led by one or group of 
persons (Lebanese nationals aged 
between 18 and 29) and / or established 
startups that can be either a new 
technology, application, and/or invention 
that targets the way we use energy and 
transport. Read more 
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Mountain Mudd kiosks and coffee shops. It’s our 
way to say Happy Mother’s Day! Read more 

Mountain Mudd Espresso: Great Coffee, Great 
People! 
 
Follow Mountain Mudd pages on Facebook and 
Instagram. 
   

 

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES 

Local Fuel Prices 20/3/2019 

Gasoline 95 24,600 L.L. +500 L.L. 

Gasoline 98 25,200 L.L. +500 L.L. 

Diesel 18,500 L.L. +100 L.L. 

Gas (LPG) 15,100 L.L. +200 L.L. 
 

 

 

 

Visit iptgroup.com.lb Follow us on 
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